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ABSTRACT

Background:Bacterial vaginosis (BV) was the most common condition for women’s health
caused by the disruption of normal vaginal flora and an overgrowth of certain disease-causing
bacteria, affecting 30-50% of women at some time in their lives. Gram stain followed by Nugent
scoring (NS) was long considered golden standard and based on bacterial morphotypes under
the microscope. This conventional manual method often gave variable results among different
technologists.
Methods:We created a convolutional neural network (CNN), and evaluated its ability to auto-
matic identify vaginal bacteria and classify Nugent scores frommicroscope images. All the CNN
models were first trained with 23280 microscopic images diagnosed and archived either positive
or negative for BV. A separate set of 5815 images were evaluated by the CNN model and tech-
nologists/obstetricians independently. The CNNmodel’s generalization ability was evaluated on
total independent test sets of 1082 images collecting from three medical institutions.
Results:Our model could classify Nugent Scores at the image-level with high sensitivity (82.4%)
and specificity (96.6%), which was more consistent and had better diagnostic yield than the top-
level technologists and obstetricians in China. The speed of our CNN model was much faster
than human reader. The generalization ability of our model was strong and the model could be
deployed in more medical institutions.
Conclusion:The CNNmodel over performed human readers on accuracy, efficiency and stability
for BV diagnosis using microscopic image-based Nugent scores.

1. Introduction
Abnormal vaginal discharge and odorwere vaginitis symptoms affectedmillions ofwomen globally and represented

themost commen reasons for women to visit clinics. Bacterial vaginosis (BV, 40-50%), vulvovaginal candidiasis (VVC,
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20-25%) and trichomoniasis (TV, 15-20%) were the leading causes of vaginitis. Bacterial vaginosis (BV) represented
a dysbiosis of the vaginal microbiome that was associated with significant adverse healthcare outcomes, including
preterm labor resulting in low birth weight, pelvic inflammatory disease, acquisition of the human immunodeficiency
virus and increased susceptibility to sexually transmitted infections [1–8]. In the United States, women had a high BV
incidence rate of 29.2% with the prevalence varies with race: African-American (51%), Hispanic (32%), and Whites
(23%) [9]. In China, the prevelance of BV in a few cities with survey data was between 15-20%, which represented
more than 100 million women [10].

In 1991, Nugent et al [11] reported the use of a numerical score to diagnose BV by semiquantization of gram-
positive rods, gram-negative coccobacilli forms, and curved gram-negative rods after Gram staining. These morpho-
types were thought to represent Lactobacillus spp., Gardnerella vaginalis and Mobiluncus spp., respectively. Nugent
scoring had since then become the ‘gold standard’ for laboratory diagnosis of BV [7, 8, 13]. In Nugent scale, scores of
0–3 were considered to have normal vaginal flora (Lactobacillus dominant); scores of 4–6 were labeled as altered vagi-
nal flora (mixed morphotypes); and scores of 7–10 were indicative of BV (absence of lactobacilli and predominance
of the other 2 morphotypes). Alternative diagnostic methods such as molecular diagnostic assays, enzymatic assays,
and chromogenic point-of-care test (POCT) were compared to Nugent criteria [12]. However, the determination of a
Nugent score by a microbiologist was influenced by individual skill and was time consuming [12, 13]. In addition, the
number of experienced microbiologists or technologist performing the microscopic work was extremely imbalanced
among different countries and districts [14]. Needed was a more efficient method to classify Nugent scores.

Here, we provided a proof of concept for a deep-learning-based model to quantify Gram stain and automated clas-
sification of Nugent scores. Recently, a traditional image processing method was developed for automatic bacterial
vaginosis diagnosis. However, the sensitivity (58.3%) and specificity (79.1%) was relatively poor in comparison to ex-
pert due to its limitation in the image processing algorithm [13]. Deep learning method especially convolutional neural
network (CNN) models had demonstrated excellent performance on computer vision tasks including image classifica-
tion, image semantic segmentation and image object detection. For the image classification, various CNNmodels were
constructed with increasing performance on natural image classification. Numerous CNN models, including LeNet-5,
AlexNet, VGGNet, and ResNet, were developed to improve performance on natural image recognition [15–23]. Many
models were proved effective for medical image processing, from identifying diabetic retinopathy in retinal fundus
photographs [24–26], endoscopic images [27], to microbiology recognitions [28, 29]. We hypothesized that CNN
based deep learning models can be used to diagnose BV using Nugent score classifications efficiently and accurately.
First we developed several CNN models to learn images previously diagnosed and curated by obestetricians and mi-
crobiologiests. Second, a trained model were used to test on a separate image set from the same hospital. Our trained
model was subsequently evaluated for accuracy in comparison to expert classification. Finally, three independent test
sets collected from three different medical institutions were used to verify the CNN model’s generalization ability.

2. Material and Methods
2.1. Image Data Preparation

A total of 29095 microscope images including associated medical records from January, 2018 to September, 2019
at Beijing Tsinghua Changgung Hospital were retrieved. The diagnosis of BV was made by the experts including
two chief obestetricians and three microbiologists based on patients’ symptoms and microscopic images. Each patient
was diagnosed by the microbiologist then reviewed by the chief obstetrician. One-fifth of the samples were randomly
selected as the test set (5815 samples), and the rest samples (23280 samples) were used as the training set. The study
protocol was approved by the Ethics Committee of the Beijing Tsinghua Changgung Hospital.

The resolution of microscope images was 1024×768 pixels. The labeled nugent scores ranged from 0 to 10. Due to
the fact that determination of a nugent score was subjectived, the eleven scores were divided into three groups: normal
vaginal flora (0-3 scores), altered vaginal flora (4-6 scores) and BV(7-10 scores). Fig.1(a) showed the representative
microscope images with different groups.

The training set contained 16490 normal vaginal flora microscope images, 4660 microscope images with altered
vaginal flora and 2130 BV microscope images. The test set included 4120 normal vaginal flora microscope images,
1164 microscope images with altered vaginal flora and 531 BV microscope images. Patients with altered vaginal flora
were considered positive or negative by obstetricians taking the clinical symptoms into account. For our algorithm,
it was considered altered vaginal flora and BV as positive when we calculated the sensitivity and specificity. Fig.1(c)
illustrated the distribution of the three classes of images.
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Figure 1: The data set information. a) Three typical samples for (i) Normal Vaginal Flora, (ii) Altered Vaginal Flora, and (iii) BV
collecting from Beijing Tsinghua Changgung Hospital. b) Three typical samples collecting from (i) Beijing Tsinghua Changgung
Hospital, (ii) The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, and (iii) The Affiliated Hospital of Inner Mongolia Medical
University. c) The distribution of the data set. d) The distribution of the three independent test sets � from Beijing Tsinghua
Changgung Hospital, � from The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University, and � from The Affiliated Hospital of Inner
Mongolia Medical University.

For verifying our model’s generalization ability and comparing our model with experts, three independent test sets
�, � , � were constructed. � was randomly selected from the test set above, � and � were collected from other two
medical institutions containing The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University and The Affiliated Hospital of
Inner Mongolia Medical University. The resolution of the images in � and � was 1280 × 1024 pixels. To standardize
the samples, the center 1280×960 pixels were cropped and resized to 1024×768 pixels. Fig.1(b) showed three typical
samples from the three different medical institutions above. The distribution of the three test sets were illustrated
in Fig.1(d). The study protocol was also approved by the Ethics Committees of The Second Affiliated Hospital of
Soochow University and The Affiliated Hospital of Inner Mongolia Medical University.
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Figure 2: The architecture of our models. Conv represented convolutional layer and batch norm was the batch normalization layer.
S represented the stride of the convolution operation. FC was the fully connected layer. Cin and Cout were the input channel and
output channel. C determined the width of the network

2.2. The CNN Method
We developed four CNNmodels with different network widths (different channel numbers in each layers) to predict

nugent scores based on microscope images. The models mainly employed the residual module used in Resnet [18].
In the training process, color jittering, scale jittering and horizontal / vertical flip were used as the data augmentation
methods. By comparing the performance of the four models, the best model with the best network width was selected.

In clinical practice, firstly, the inspectors inspected multiple fields of vision of a sample under a microscope, each
field of vision was diagnosed with a Nugent score. Secondly, a comprehensive diagnostic result was given by consid-
ering each vision’s result. Finally, a field of vision representing the comprehensive diagnosis result would be selected
and saved as image. Our model could automatically achieved each vision’s Nugent score and further automatically
obtained the comprehensive diagnostic result by using automatic scanning microscope.

2.2.1. The Basic CNN Model
The classic classification convolutional neural network was only suitable for input pictures with a resolution of

224 × 224, such as VGG, GooLeNet, ResNet and DenseNet [16–19]. But the resolution of our microscope images
was 1024 × 768. Therefore, we developed a new CNN model named NugentNet to adapt the input of our microscope
images. The architecture of our model was plotted in Fig.2. In this model, conv represented convolutional layer and
batch norm was the batch normalization layer. S represented the stride of the convolution operation. FC was the fully
connected layer. Cin and Cout were the input channel and output channel, C equalled to 64 for the basic model.

The model was trained to minimize a cross entropy loss function given by

J (�) = −1
n

n
∑

j=1

m
∑

i=1
ylabelji log(ypredictionji ) (1)

where m, n were the number of the classes and the batch size; ylabel was the one-hot encode vector of the label;
ypredictionji = f (�; xj) was a vector with the elements represented the prediction probabilities for each class, which was
obtained by using a softmax after the last fully connected layer in the CNN model. xj was the input data and � were
the variables for updating. We used momentum optimizer [30] to train the model on the labeled images.

The data set only had 29095 samples, but the number of parameters of the basic model for training was much larger
than Resnet18. The basic model needed more samples to train and showed overfit on the data set. Therefore, we further
developed three compression model to obtain the best fit model.
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Table 1
Different hardwares used by different hospitals to generate microscope images and the main differences of the samples.

Hospital Camera
Models

Camera
Sensor Size

C-Mount
Magnifi-
cation

Target
Physical
Area

Resolution
Test Set Pixel
Average Values

(B,G,R)

Beijing Tsinghua
Changgung Hospital MC170HD 6.16mm ×

4.62mm 0.7× 87.02um×
65.26um 1024 × 768 (187, 172, 226)

The Affiliated Hospital
of Inner Mongolia
Medical University

UI-3240LE-C-
HQ

7.18mm ×
5.32mm 1× 67.84um×

54.27um 1280 × 1024 (155, 111, 117)

The Second Affiliated
Hospital of Soochow

University

UI-3240LE-C-
HQ

7.18mm ×
5.32mm 0.5× 135.68um×

108.54um 1280 × 1024 (208, 181, 194)

2.2.2. The Compression CNN Models
The compression models (1/2 NugentNet, 1/4 NugentNet, 1/8 NugentNet) were based on the basis model. In the

compression models, the number of channels for every convolutional layers were reduced that the value of C in Fig.2
was reduced to 32 for 1/2 NugentNet, 16 for 1/4 NugentNet and 8 for 1/8 NugentNet.

The speeds of the compressionmodels were faster than the basic models in the inference process. The usedmemory
of GPU was also reduced. Therefore, the compression models could significantly save the diagnosis times and use less
compute resources.

2.3. Comparing with Human Reader
To compare the performance of our model and human readers on BV diagnosis, we randomly selected test set � with

427 samples from the original 5815 test sets. The test set were further independent labeled by two senior experts 1 with
more than 10 years of diagnosis experience, the disagreement results were arbitrated by a professional microbiologist
2 with more than 30 years of diagnosis experience. The 427 samples were labeled as 160 normal vaginal flora, 206
altered vaginal flora and 61 BV images. Our model and five human readers, including three senior inspectors and two
top experts, were independently tested on this test set. The three senior inspectors were from Beijing HarMoniCare
women’s and children’s Hospital, Binzhou Medical University Hospital, and Women’s Hospital of Nanjing Medical
University, Nanjing Maternity and Child Health Care Hospital. The two top experts were from The First Affiliated
Hospital of Xi’an Jiaotong University and The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University.

2.4. Verifying the Generalization Ability of the Model
To verify the generalization ability of our model, two additional independent test sets � and � were collected. �

from The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University and � from The Affiliated Hospital of Inner Mongolia
Medical University. � had 359 samples containing 109 normal vaginal flora images, 149 altered vaginal flora images
and 101 BV images and � had 296 samples including 158 normal vaginal flora images, 123 altered vaginal flora images
and 15 BV images. These two test sets were labeled by the same experts that labeled test set �.

The three independent test sets �, � , � collected from different hardwares. Tab.1 showed the different hardwares
used by the above three hospitals to generate microscope images. Fig.1(b) showed three different typical samples
collecting from the three hospitals above. Fig.1(b[i]) in � collected from Beijing Tsinghua Changgung Hospital,
Fig.1(b[ii]) in � collected from The Second Affiliated Hospital of Soochow University and Fig.1(b[iii]) in � collected
from The Affiliated Hospital of Inner Mongolia Medical University. The pixel distribution of these three types of
samples were significantly difference because they were generated by different hardwares. Fig.1(b) showed there were
huge differences between the samples in � , � and the samples in the training set. The main differences were the actual
physical area represented by the image and the brightness of the image. The actual physical area and the statistical
average of the pixel values of three channels on the three test sets were showed in Tab.1. The actual physical area of

1From Beijing Tsinghua Changgung Hospital and Beijing Obstetrics and Gynecology Hospital, Capital Medical University Beijing Maternal
and Child Health Care Hospital.

2From Beijing Tsinghua Changgung Hospital.
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Figure 3: The preprocessing for test set � and �. a) was the preprocessing for � . b) was the preprocessing for �. c) was three typical
edge expansion methods used in b[ii].

the sample in � was twice that of the sample in the training set and the images were brighter. In contrast, the images
in � represented only half actual physical area and were darker.

In the inference process, we used preprocessing to eliminate sample differences in different test sets. The pre-
processing include two steps: first, standardize the actual physical area of the images; second, adjust the brightness
of the images. Fig.3 showed the preprocessing. The preprocessing for test set � was showed in Fig.3(a). First, the
center 656 × 492 pixels were cropped and resized to 1024 × 768 pixels. Second, all pixel values increased 32 for red
channel, -9 for green channel and -21 for blue channel. Fig.3(b) showed the preprocessing of test set �. First, the image
was resized to 798 × 598 pixels and fellowed edge expansion, Fig.3(c) showed three typical edge expansion methods:
replicate, wrap and reflect. Our results showed the reflect method was the best. Second, all pixel values increased 109
for red channel, 61 for green channel and 32 for blue channel.

2.5. Training with Different Sample Size
To investigate the performance of our best model with different training sample sizes, we trained the best model

with five different sample sizes including 5000 images, 10000 images, 15000 images, 20000 images, and 23000 images.
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Figure 4: The performance of our models on the test set. a) was the ROC curves of our four models, the 1/4 NugentNet was the
best model getting AUC=0.978. b) was the confusion matrix of the best points of the best model.

2.6. The Metrics Methods
The performance of the experts were usually measured by sensitivity and specificity. Sensitivity represented the

true positive rate and specificity represented the true negative rate. The two diagnostic indexes was calculated by

Sensitivity =
PT

PT +NF
,

Specif icity =
NT

NT + PF
,

(2)

where PT was the number of the positive samples being correctly diagnosed (True Positive), NF was the number of
the positive samples being diagnosed as negative (False Negative),NT was the number of the negative samples being
correctly diagnosed (True Negative), PF was the number of the negative samples being diagnosed as positive (False
Positive). In this study, we considered normal vaginal flora as the negative samples, altered vaginal flora and BV as
the positive samples.

The performance of our models was illustrated by AUC (area under ROC curve). ROC curve was a graphical plot
that illustrated the diagnosis ability of a binary classifier system as its discrimination threshold was varied [31]. The
ROC curve was created by plotting the true positive rate (TPR) against the false positive rate (FPR) at various threshold
settings [31]. The true positive rate was known as sensitivity and the false positive rate was equal to 1-specificity.

To show more performance details of our models and human readers, the confusion matrix was employed to il-
lustrate the prediction results of the three groups. In the confusion matrix, each row of the matrix represented the
instances in a predicted class while each column represented the instances in an actual class (or vice versa) [32]. The
accuracy of three groups of classifications was also provided as detail information.

3. Results
The test set was used to evaluate the performance of BV diagnosis. The Nugent sores were classified into three

groups as described above. The performance of the results could be illustrated by the ROC curve. For the purpose
of screening, we considered altered vaginal flora and BV as positive samples and normal vaginal flora as negative
samples.

Fig.4(a) showed the result of the four models. All the AUCs were greater than 0.95. The best model was the 1/4
NugentNet with AUC = 0.978. The NugentNet and 1/2 NugentNet showed lower AUC because they had more training
variables than the best model, therefore, these two models showed overfitting on our data set. The number of training
variables of 1/8 NugentNet was only a quarter of 1/4 NugentNet. The AUC of the 1/8 NugentNet was 0.004 lower than
the best model, therefore, it showed underfitting on our data set. To show more detail information of the performance
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Table 2
The performance of the best model and five human readers on the independent test set � and the total independent test sets.

Independent Test Set � Total Independent Test Sets

Sensitivity Specificity
Three

Classification
Accuracy

Sensitivity Specificity
Three

Classification
Accuracy

Best Points(AI) 91.4% 91.3% 80.3% 89.0% 85.0% 75.1%

Senior Inspector1 96.6% 65.0% 66.0% 97.0% 60.0% 67.8%

Senior Inspector2 96.3% 50.0% 62.1% 95.3% 60.9% 67.5%

Senior Inspector3 97.4% 67.5% 67.5% 97.3% 65.6% 70.3%

Top Experts1 93.3% 91.9% 79.6% 94.4% 93.9% 80.9%

Top Experts2 88.0% 91.3% 74.7% 90.4% 92.7% 78.7%

Average (Senior Inspectors) 96.8% 60.8% 65.2% 96.5% 62.2% 68.5%

Average (Human Readers) 94.3% 73.1% 70.0% 94.9% 74.6% 73.0%

of the best model, the three classification results (Confusion Matrix) of the best points of the best model was showed in
Fig.4(b). The best points obtained 89.3% three classification accuracy, which was 5.6% higher than the microscopists
and only 1.4% lower than the top experts’ performance showing in Ref. [13]. The results showed only 3.8% (20/531)
BV samples were predicted as normal vaginal flora and 0.1% (6/4120) normal vaginal flora samples were predicted as
BV.

The performance of our model and five human readers on the single independent test set � (427 sample fromBeijing
Tsinghua Changgung Hospital) showed in Fig.3(a). Our model obtained AUC=0.975 and overperformed all senior
inspectors and better than one of the two top experts. Tab.2 showed the detail information. The average performance
of all the human readers was 94.3% sensitivity and 73.1% specificity. Our model overperformed the human readers’
average level. When setting sensitivities equal, the model’s specificity was 16.3% higher than the average result, when
specificity was setted equal, the specificity was 5.3% higher. Our model obtained three classification accuracy of
80.3%, which was 10.3% higher than the human’s average result and 3.1% higher than the top experts’ average result.

Table 3
The performance of the best model using preprocessing on test sets � and �.

Independent Test Set � Independent Test Set �

Original
Image

Adjust
Physical
Area

Adjust
Bright-
ness

Adjust
Both

Original
Image

Adjust
Physical
Area

Adjust
Bright-
ness

Adjust
Both

AUC 0.8552 0.9375 0.8626 0.9396 0.5137 0.7136 0.8894 0.9450

The performance of our model using preprocessing on test set � and � was illustrated in Tab.3. The test results of
� showed that for larger actual physical area and brighter samples, adjusting physical area greatly improved (8.23%)
the performance, but adjusting brightness only improved (0.74%) a little. The test results of � showed that for smaller
actual physical area and darker samples, both adjusting methods greatly improved the performance. The performance
of three edge expansion methods in adjusting physical area step on � was showed in Tab.4. The results showed reflect
was the best edge expansion method. The total comparison results of the machine and the five human readers (three
senior inspectors and two top experts) on the total test set containing test set �, � , � were showed in Fig.5(b). Both
adjusting physical area and adjusting brightness greatly improved model performance on the total independent test
set. The best result, obtained AUC=0.94, overperformed all senior inspectors. Tab.2 showed the detail information.
The average performance of all the senior inspectors was 96.5% sensitivity and 62.2% specificities. When setting
sensitivities equal, the model’s specificity was 8.8% higher than the average result, when specificity was set equal, the
specificity was 2.1% higher. Our model obtained three classification accuracy of 75.1%, which was 2.1% higher than
the human’s average result and 6.6% higher than the senior inspectors’ average result. The results showed our model
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Figure 5: Comparing the results of the best model and five human readers. a)was the performance on the independent test sets
�. b) was the performance on the total independent test sets, different ROC curves represented the model’s results using different
preprocessing methods.

obtained strong generalization ability by using preprocessing.

Table 4
The performance of three edge expansion methods in adjusting physical area step on �.

Original Image Replicate Wrap Reflect

AUC 0.5137 0.6623 0.7038 0.7136

The performance of our models with different training sample size was illustrated in Fig.6. All the AUCs were
greater than 0.95. As expected, a larger training set could produce a model with better performance. When the training
set had more than 15000 samples, the performance of the model would improved slowly as the amount of sample
increased.
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Figure 6: The performance of the best model with different training sample sizes: 5000 images, 10000 images, 15000images,
20000 images, and 23000 images.
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4. Discussion
There were lots of methods for diagnosing BV, but gram-stained microscopy was the best method[33]. As Ref

[34, 35] showed, clinical criteria for diagnosis of BV only had a sensitivity of 60-72%, other method including OSOM
BV Blue and BD MAXTM Vaginal Panel had sensitivities of 91.7% and 90.7% for the diagnosis of BV[36, 37].
Therefore, The Guidelines Group recommended that the current best test to diagnose BV in women was gram-stained
microscopy[33].

There were several challenges for manual diagnosis of BV: 1) It was time consuming and labor intensive. Usually
it took a skilled inspector about two minutes to identify the morphology and count the number of bacteria. 2) The
diagnostic accuracy was still low. The sensitivity was usually below 65% with the specificity was below 80% for
general inspectors [13]. 3) The inspector’s diagnosis results were subjective and unstable. An inspector may obtain
inconsistent results for the diagnosis of the same microscope image at different times. We random selected 110 images
to test the diagnosis consistent of two human readers. The human readers diagnosed the same images at intervals
of two months. The test results showed than the average consistent diagnosis rate was 89.2%. Traditional automatic
diagnosis methods tried to solve these problems, but the effect was limited[13]. By using deep learning techniques,
our models could solve these problems well.

Traditional automatic diagnostic methods required three difficult diagnostic steps to get the diagnosis results[13].
The first step involved the segmentation of the infected area, which required a series of artificially designed algorithms
to extract the foreground. In the second step, the overlap clumps would be split from the infected area and the individual
bacterium morphotypes were obtained. In the third step, the features of the individual bacterium morphotypes were
extracted and the bacterium morphotypes were classifed using traditional machine learning methods. In our model,
the features of the microscope images could be automatically extracted and the diagnosis was made readily, which
avoided complex diagnostic steps in the traditional methods.

The performance of the traditional automatic diagnostic methods was low. For example, the sensitivity, specificity
and average accuracy were only 58.3%, 87.1% and 79.1%[13]. Our best model improved all the three diagnostic
performance indicators: 33.1% improving for sensitivity, 4.2% increasing for specificity, 1.2% enhancing for average
accuracy. Furthermore, ourmodel could simultaneously adjust the sensitivity and specificity by adjusting the predicting
probability threshold. The diagnostic performance could not be further improved with the same traditional automatic
diagnostic methods, but could be further improved in our model with more training data.

Our model showed strong generalization ability, the performance was overperformed senior inspectors when the
samples was standardized by the preprocessing. Standardizing the actual physical area and the brightness of the sam-
ples made our model perform very well on samples with large differences. We further studied the impact of the clarity
of the samples on the model. The results showed the image sharpening method could not improved the model’s per-
formance on the independent test sets, and the performance decreased when the samples became more blurred. The
results illustrated the clarity of the samples was good enough for our model.

In addition, we used a NVIDIA GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU for training and inference. The best model was faster
than the NugentNet and 1/2 NugentNet in both training process and inference process. In the training process, the
best model could be obtained within 10000 iterations and could be completed in 2.4 hours by one GPU. But it needed
several years to train an inspector. In the inference process, our model only needed 2.4 seconds to diagnose 100 images,
while it needed more than one hour to diagnose 100 microscope image for a human reader. The traditional automatic
diagnostic methods needed 30 seconds to obtain the diagnosis result for a single microscope image[13]. By using the
same hardware, our model could diagnose 5 microscope images per second. The inference speed of our model was
more than 1500 times faster than manual diagnosis and 150 times faster than traditional automatic diagnostic methods.
The diagnostic efficiency of our model was much higher than manual diagnosis and traditional automatic diagnostic
methods.

The microscope image contained lots of local details and global information. The local details included various
types of bacteria. The global information included the distribution density of various bacteria and the distribution ratio
of various bacteria, etc. In the diagnosis process, all the information should be used for a more accurate diagnosis. The
details could be extracted by the first few layers of the CNN model and the global information could be extracted by
the last few layers. The last fully connected layer could use all the information extracting from the convolution layer in
front to obtain the Nugent score. The CNN model could accurate extract details and global information for diagnosis
[22, 23, 38]. Therefore, the CNN model was very suitable for BV automatic diagnosis.

In conclusion, this study first used deep learning techniques to diagnose bacterial vaginosis. we constructed the
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convolutional neural network models for automatic BV diagnosis. For image-level BV diagnosis, our models had better
performance in terms of accuracy, efficiency and stability than experts and traditional automated diagnosticmethods. In
addition, lots of gynecological lower genital tract infections including aerobic vaginitis (AV), vulvovaginal candidiasis
(VVC) and trichomonas vaginitis (TV) were diagnosed by the same microscope images. Our model could be further
used to diagnose these three infections. Furthermore, ourmodel could be used for diagnosis of othermicroscope images
for infection diagnosis in other areas. It could be developed into an automatic diagnostic device for inflammatory
infections, which would be more precise, more efficient and more stable than manual diagnosis and will standardize
diagnostic process.
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